Manipulating Features on Ancestry to Organize and Find your Family
By Julie Merrill, AG®

Organizing Your Family
Organizing your family history used to mean keeping book of remembrances with family group
sheets and pedigree charts and keeping a file for each person in your family. Ancestry has made it
so that you can have it all online and have easy access to each family.
1.

To find someone in your tree on pedigree view
click the FIND PERSON button in the top right
1
corner. A drop down menu appears.
1
• Click on HOME PERSON to go to the first
2
person in your pedigree by #1. The Home
person button can also be found on the tool
bar on the left hand side of the page.
3
• Select from the dropdown menu LIST OF ALL
PEOPLE by #2 to see every person attached to your tree.
• Along the bottom of the screen is the breadcrumb trail of people viewed in the pedigree
chart with the Home person listed on the farthest left by #3.

2.

Under the family tree drop down menu click on VIEW MEDIA GALLERY
by #1 to view all of the pictures attached to the tree. This is different than
only viewing media attached to one person in the profile gallery.
• Also under the family tree drop down menu is the VIEW ALL HINTS
page by #2. This will list all people with hints in your tree.
• From pedigree view select from the drop down menu VIEW TREE
SETTINGS by #3.
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3.

In Tree Settings you can change the name of your tree, change the Home Person, change
who you are in this tree, change hint preferences, export your tree to a GEDCOM, and delete
your tree.

4.

Under the TREE SETTINGS select PRIVACY SETTINGS. Here is the
option to make your tree a PUBLIC TREE meaning all people in your
tree, who are not living, will be seen by everyone.
• Another option for your tree is to make it a PRIVATE TREE. Just
selecting Private tree will not allow anyone to see your tree, but will still show a match in
the search results and people can contact you asking for permission to view your tree. To
make your tree totally private you also need to select PREVENT YOUR TREE FROM
BEING FOUND IN SEARCHES. Then no one can access your tree without permission
from you and you sending them a link to your tree. No one can see your tree in an online
search.
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5.

On the PROFILE Tab under FACTS, the SHOW drop-down menu
will show family events and historical highlights unless switched
off. These events will show up as greyed in or darker boxes on
your timeline. Family events are any date on your tree included on
the person’s parents and children profile pages. These switch off
by clicking on the words.

6.

To Add an event to the timeline click on the ADD button.

7.

What type of Event do you want to add?
This would be used to add a fact or a
document to your timeline that is not
included on Ancestry. Choose from a
provided event or use Custom Event to add
something not on the list.

8.

Use the Fact details screen to add all the information
about the event. This could be a marriage, an arrival
on a ship, enlistment into the service, election to a
public office, etc. To add an event there doesn’t need
to be an attached image, it can just be information.
Enter in all desired information, then click the save
button. If there is an image involved there is another
step. Click on the MEDIA tab. In this example, a
newspaper obituary will be added to the timeline.

9.

By #1 Click on Upload Media in the
upper right-hand corner.
By #2 Click on Choose File, or drag
the file into the drag and drop section
on the screen; the computer takes
you to the File Explorer where you would find the
file on your computer to upload.
By #3 The name of the file will automatically
become the title of the photo displayed on the
GALLERY page
By #4 Enter in a source for the information.
By #5 if this photo pertained to more than one
person, click on ATTACH TO ANOTHER PERSON
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10. By changing the Category Type in the drop down
menu to DOCUMENT/CERTIFICATE there are
more entry boxes to add information. Instead of
just a description box there is now a
Transcription of text box and a description box.

11.

If no image was added the fact would just appear in chronological
order on the profile page. If the fact was added with an image it
appears as a thumbnail in chronological order.

12.

If you uploaded many photos at once from the Gallery
Tab for an individual you can go in later and add them to
a fact in your timeline.
• In the timeline hover over a fact box in the
timeline. An edit button will appear by #1.
• Then in the Edit box click on the MEDIA tab by
#2. Then a list of all the photos in the gallery for
this person will be shown.
• Click on the green plus sign by #3. Then that
image will move to top portion of the box and will
be attached as a thumbnail to the fact.

13.

When attaching a source to your tree for an
individual you can edit all the information that
will be added to your timeline by clicking on
EDIT ALL FIELDS. Once this is done, the edit
boxes will be open for all additional records.

14.

When the editing boxes have been opened,
any details from the source document can be
edited or excluded from your tree.
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For example, the 1930 U. S. Federal Census is
being added as a source to Dorothy Anderson
in my tree.
•

Any differing information on
the left will be marked as
DIFFERENT by #1 and that
information will be
automatically added to your tree if the box is checked.
3
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The description of the source is automatically populated by #2, but by writing in a custom
description it will help to look at records at a glance in the timeline.
A child’s information is not particularly helpful by #3 because the census information is not
as complete as for a head of house by #4.

15.

When adding source information to your timeline you
don’t have to add every person in household if they
aren’t the children or the parents of an individual. In
this example a census record had step children in
the household. If added here then they would be
listed as the biological children of my ancestor, when
I know that they are not. Choose not to add them to
the family by not checking the source box.

16.

Jane Elizabeth Giles’ parents are not known.
Search from the profile page and search on
ancestry.

17.

To find family trees when searching from a profile page
go to the filters on the left hand pane and down at the
very bottom of the list is Family Trees by #1.
•
•

Then the Family Trees Menu populates. Select
Public Member Trees by #2.
When doing a global search only one
result of a family tree will show at the top
of the search results. To see all the trees
click on SEE MORE LIKE THIS by #3.
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18.
19.

Once the desired parents are found, open the family tree by clicking on the blue title.
Notice the family tree that has opened is someone
else’s tree. Look at the tree name by #1.
• If it is determined that these are the correct
parents go to the Tools drop down and select
SAVE TO TREE by #2.
• When the save tree box appears, select the tree
by #3 and the person in the tree you want to
attach the information by #4.
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20.

Any new information from the public member tree for
that family will then have the option of being added to
your tree. Choose to add only parents, siblings,
children, spouses, etc., just check the Add Box by #1.
• When done select SAVE TO TREE at the bottom of
the page by #2.
• Now the parents appear in my tree by #3.
• A link to the Ancestry family tree is listed in the
sources for that person for easy
reference by #4.
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21.

Sometimes in research there
are a few choices of people with
the same name. Or in African
American research the slave
owner’s family needed to be
searched but you don’t want it
2
connected to your family. You can
1
have people in your tree not attached
to anyone. First find a document then
choose SAVE TO SOMEONE ELSE by #1. In the save box click on ADD THIS TO A NEW
PERSON by #2.

22.

In naming a possible relative an
identifying word can be placed as the
middle name or in the title box. This will
not affect future searching.

23.

To find a person not connected to
anyone find them in the list of all people
by #1.
•
•

24.

2

Or search by name by #2.
If it is found that this person is the same
as someone else in your tree, choose
MERGE WITH DUPLICATE from the
tools menu by #3.
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To add a profile image left click on the silhouette box
by #1 and the gallery photos for that individual will
1
appear.
• Select the photo for that person by #2.
• After the photo is added menu options are available with
a left click on the profile image to resize, change or
remove the image by #3.
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25.

Notice that the first photo in the group only had a number as a title.
This photo needed to be edited to fix that title. To delete a photo from
the tree click on the trash can in the bottom right of any photo.

26.

Edit photo information by clicking the EDIT button by #1. Change the
title, add citation and date by #1. Select Document/Certificate in the drop down DETAILS
menu to add additional fields by
1
#2.
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27. When a photograph or document is found in someone else’s tree click on
SAVE TO MY TREE. Then you don’t have to save to your desktop and
upload to the Gallery. This downloads the photograph to an individual’s
gallery all in one easy step.

28.

To make the research tools available on the Profile page click on SHOW
RESEARCH TOOLS from the drop down Tools Menu. Then the Research
tool buttons appear
under the summary
information.

29.

Notes can be added to the profile page
by clicking on the VIEW NOTES button
or in the TOOLS drop down menu.
(Notes can only be seen by those invited
to see the tree as an editor.) After
adding notes the noted box can be
closed by clicking the X in the top right
hand corner. This does not delete the notes.

30.

Ancestry Hints are seen on the
pedigree view by a green “Shaky
leaf” and also on the Profile page
under the HINTS tab. Hints are
suggestions of Ancestry trees or
records that may or may not be about your ancestor.
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31.

If the hint does not apply to this ancestor click
Ignore by #1.
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•
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•
•

Then delete that hint by clicking on the X in
the top right corner by #2. Leave the link
there if unsure.
To review your hint, click the review hint
button by #3.
Then the number of hints will disappear
by #4.
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32.

To Review hints from Public Member Trees compare your tree to someone else’s. Find the
tree to compare and click on the button REVIEW SELECTED TREE HINTS.

33.

When comparing your tree to someone else only
click on the new information that you want to
include in your tree. As in this example, Robert
Harris Anderson is a new sibling and can be added
to your tree by clicking on the ADD box by #1
then select SAVE TO YOUR TREE by #2.
1

34.

2

Many different documents have special labeling for
names and columns that overlay the original image.
Those labels can be turned on and off in the
Toolbox Settings. Also be aware of the other tools
in the tool box, such as rotating the image,
download, print, and inverting colors.

35. Highlighting Households, text tips, name labels, column labels can be
turned on or off by clicking on any of the toggle buttons.
36.

Another option from the tool bar is the sidebar by #1.
• The DETAIL button is the indexed information from the record by #2.
• The RELATED button by #3 is a list of suggested records, the same list that appears on
the right of an indexed record.
• The SOURCE button by #4 gives the source citation of the record as well as where the
original record came from.
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37. At the bottom of the document is the FILMSTRIP
viewer. If the filmstrip does not appear click on the
filmstrip icon by #1. This is also a way to see into
the previous district. For example this Salt Lake
City Ward 1, 0100 shows page number 1, but the
page before was Salt Lake Ward #1 0099 (image
31).
38.

39.

1

The person index is accessed by clicking on
the INDEX button by #1. This would show all
indexed names on the page. If there is a
transcription error or the person on the census
was not written correctly, you can add
alternate information.
• Click on the person’s name in the indexed
list and the Add Alternate Information box will appear by #2.
Another way to add alternate information is
from the indexed page in the top left hand
corner of the page by #1.
• Then an Add Alternate Information box
appears by #2.
• This is also where a blank form of the
1
census can be downloaded for easy
reference by #3. This blank form can be
blown up to see all the column headings clearly.

41.

3

What is it that you want to know about a person?
• Do you want to know everything about a person?
• Do you want to know a specific detail about their life?
If your goal is to find everything about a person search from the
Ancestry Profile page.
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Finding Your Family
40.

1

42.

Searching from the profile page allows you to see all
the records your already have in your tree and also
clears the already found documents from the search
results.

43.

When searching directly from the profile page search results can be limited by the birth, death
and marriage dates. To reduce the search results and widen the search range click on EDIT
SEARCH by #1.
• Any of the Search parameters can be deleted by clicking on the “x” to the right of the
information by #2.
• Widen your range of dates to at least +/- 2 years and limit the search to only one LIVED IN
search box by #3.
• Take out all the siblings by #4 by closing their boxes by clicking on the “x” to the right of
their name.
• At the bottom of the filter box there is COLLECTION FOCUS section by #5. Here the
collection can be limited by country. The default is All Collections. The search can also be
limited by theme: Historical Records, Stories and Publications, Family Trees, Photos and
Maps.
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44.

Another way to filter results is to filter by
category. Once the Filter by Category type
is chosen a second menu appears to filter
even further. For example choose the
Immigration and Travel Category. Within
that category filters can be chosen for
Passenger Lists, Crew Lists, etc.
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45.

From an indexed record Ancestry may provide
suggested records for the focus individual. These
suggested records are not the same as hints on
the profile page. These records may not all be for
your ancestor, so be cautious in attaching these
documents to your tree.

46.

When performing a global search or a search from the
profile page the default search results will be in the
RECORDS tab by #1. To see a specific category and
collection click on the CATEGORIES tab. From this tab
click the desired collection to narrow the search results.

47.

If the goal is to find a specific record on a person the best way to do that is
from the SEARCH drop down list and click on the desired subject. In this
example click on Census and Voter Lists.

48.

1

Narrow to a specific U.S. Census click on U.S.
Federal Census Collection by #1.
•

Then choose a specific census by #2.
Notice the different non-population
censuses available.

2
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49.

Searching in a specific census allows you to
narrow down the results and find those hard to locate records. For example in the 1940
Census a search by Street is available. A search by just a first name,
birth year and a LIVED IN field could yield the correct result for a last
name spelled incorrectly on a census.

50.

If the record still could not be found browsing the census collection is
possible. The Browse Collection search box is on the right hand pane of
the specific census page. Use the drop down menus to choose the
location, and then choose the enumeration district. This will allow a page
by page search of the census images.

51.

Search in the Card Catalog for a very specific
collection that is known to be in Ancestry. Type
a few identifying terms into the KEYWORD
search box to find the collection.
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52.

If city directories don’t appear in the global search results go to the collection directly and
search a specific time frame, location and name.

53.

Once a locality is found and an image is
displayed then a drop-down menu will show all
the available City Directories. Keep in mind that
not all the city directories are indexed and are
browse only.

54.

If you find image on a browse Collection, it
can be saved to a person in your tree by
using the SAVE drop down menu by #1.
• Select the tree by #3 and the name of
the person in your tree by #2, or add to
a new person by #4.
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55.

56.

Finding someone also includes
1
knowing the resources available to
you. Ancestry has a Support Center
similar to the FamilySearch Wiki.
• From the Ancestry Home page,
select the Support Center from the dropdown Help
Menu by #1.
• By #2 is where you put in your desired subject.
Ancestry has online
video courses called the
Ancestry Academy to
help educate you in
different areas of
research. Some courses
are free others and need
a subscription to
Ancestry Academy. New
courses are available often. Access
Ancestry Academy through the EXTRAS
drop down menu on the black ribbon bar
on the Ancestry home page.

2

1

Make sure you select See All by #1 to see
every class offered. Some are free others need a subscription to Ancestry Academy. New
courses are available often.
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